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Abstract
Mathematical problem solving ability is one of the most important abilities students must have to process the
information provided in solving problems. Before using mathematical problem solving skills, prior knowledge
becomes the most crucial thing that makes students able to connect all available information so that they can
construct new knowledge through the process of assimilation or accommodation.The purpose of this reseach is
to:(1) Analyze prior knowledge what student has so the student can solve the problem of tangent circle given; (2)
Know how learning trajectory in student’s mathematical problem solving ability by applying metacognition
approach. This reaseacrch is a design research to improve the quality of learning. In this reseacrh researchers gave
3 test questions on students’ mathematical problem solving abilities. One trial was conducted in class VIII-B and
trial II was conducted in class VIII-A, each consisting of 30 students junior high school. The result of students
answer analysis shows the mast problematic topic that makes the studnts are difficult to solve the problem is about
the tangent cicrcle that is the elements of the circle and the concept of circle circumtance there are three phased in
learning path of students mathematical problem solving skill that are under standing the problem, making the
problem solving plan by prrior knowledge and doing problem solving and evaluating it. From this explanation, it is
better for teachers to ensure students have sufficient prior knowledge to make it easier to construct new knowledge,
as well as make the learning process fun and meaningful so that students will remember knowledge in long-term
memory.
Keywords: mathematical problem solving skill, prior knowladge, circle tangent, metacognition approach
1. Intoroduction
Problem is a thing that all individuals will discover, both unconsciously they indicat that is a problem. Problem
solving ability is important capital in solving and dealing with a problem. Problem solving should be one of the
skills developed and thought in schools to home the thinking and reasoning skill. Hudojo (1988, p. 133) states that
problem solving is an essential thing in mathematics because (1) the students become skilled in selecting relevant
information, than analyzing it and finally re-exanning; (2) intellectual satisfaction will arise from within which is
an intrinsic gift to students; (3) students’ intellectual potential is increased and; (4) students learn how to make
discoveries through the process of discovery. Charles, Lester, and O’Daffer (in Szetela & Nicol, 1992) focused on
solving mathematical problems from three aspects: (1) understanding problem; (2) planing mathematical
problems; (3) solving the problem (answer the problem). Based on the research survey, the problem solving skills
test on the tangent material of the circle concluded that the students’ mathematical problem solving ability is still
low. Of the 24 students, only 4 (16.16%) students who achieve the minimum criterion value of mastery (KKM) that
is equal to 70.
The result of the problem solving test showed that some students could not write down how to calculate the exact
length of the bicycle chain and the students only used the formula to find the outline of the two circle outer circles
only and did not understand the problem well that the concept of the circumference of the circle was also needed to
determine the length of the chain of the bike because the chain is wrapped around the two bike gear. Overall of the
students’ answers the most students understand the problem, but the ability of students is still low in indikotor
problem-solving abilities that are plan completion and solve the problems given.
Schoenfeld (1992, p. 38) states that metacognition includes knowledge of the process of thinking, self-awareness
and confidence and intuition. Aspects of metacognition can help students in solving problems. Why is that?
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because inn the process of solving problems students need to monittor or monitor the thinking process such as how
and why hhe did the solviing step, whetther the solvingg step is goingg well or there are obstacles that can encou
urage
students too think of otherr alternatives oor try to undersstand the probllem again. Thiis is in line witth Setyadi, Sub
banji,
and Muksaar’s (2016) ressearch which sstates conceptuually metacoggnition as the kknowledge or awareness of one’s
o
thinking pprocess, the abbility to monitor and managge the thinkingg process and its thinking, aand to evaluate the
thinking pprocess and itss thought resuult. Similarly, F
Fauzi (2015) states that leaarning with a m
metacognitive skill
approach is essential foor developing students’ skillls in learningg cognitive strrategies, e.g. aasking themse
elves,
extending these applicaations, and gaiining control of their self-aawareness. Priior knowledgee in the context of
learning, ccan be interpreeted as the inittial ability of tthe learners whho can serve aas a benchmarkk to see how much
m
behavior cchanges that occcur after learnners follow thee process of leaarning. This foormula does noot indicate thatt pror
knowledgee is not only reelated to the knnowledge aspect but also aboout the attitudees and experiennces of the learrners.
And Othm
man, Mahmud, and Jaidi (2014) this study concluded that rreading lessonn using the mettacognition stra
ategy
can help too enchance stuudents with mooderate level oof understandinng on expositoory texts to understand better and
more efecttively compareed to conventioonal aproach.
Matsuda’s study revealss that prior knowledge greattly influences the learning pprocess (Matsuuda et al., 201
13, p.
1154). It’ss emphasized by Bringula eet al. (2016, pp. 2), which sstates prior knnowledge in m
mathematics afffects
interactionn with learningg systems and demonstrationn abilities. Froom these results, it can be cooncluded that prior
knowledgee is important to
t build new knnowledge of leearners, and as an important iinitial capital inn solving a problem
so that the ability to solvve mathematicaal problems caan be created w
well.
T
(HL
LT) is an instruument that guides the processs of conductinng of research with
Hypothecttial Learning Trajectory
reseaarch aas an extensioon of thought eexperiment thaat is developedd by frudental. According to Simon (in Ba
akker,
2003) stattes: hypotheticcal learning fllow or hypothhetical learningg flow consistts of three maain componen
nts of
learning oobjectives for meaningful
m
leearning, a set oof tasks to acchieve those goals, and hypotheses about how
learners leearn and how learners
l
think. Learning objeectives are meeant here can bbe either underrstand a conce
ept or
solve a prooblem. Accordding to Dahar ((1991) problem
m solving is a human activityy that combinees the concepts and
rules that hhave been obtaained previoussly and it is nott as a generic sskill.
Circle tanggent material requires
r
prereqquisite materiall to facilitate leearners in undeerstanding the material. The most
influential material of the prerequisite iis the concept of the circle. T
The prerequisitte material is ann initial knowlledge
that must bbe possessed by
b students in understandingg the material oof tangent of ccircle. Therefore it is true tha
at the
students’ eearly ability is very influentiial in the learnning process oof students. Heere is a preliminary design of
o the
researcherr about the learrning flow of students in achhieving the gooal of understaanding the matterial tangent of
o the
circle.
Table 1. Innitial design off hypothetical llerning trajectoory circle tanggent material
Topic

Priod 1

Priodd 2

P
Priod 3

Review the elements of

Paintted a tangent of a circle. As

D
Determine the lenggth the tangent linne of

the circle

ffellowship in two circles

follow
ws:

Length of
o coil

Circle
Tangent

Priod 4

circumference of the

D
Determine the lenngth the outline of the

circle

oouter alliance of tw
wo circles

on circle

wledge should be had learne
ers to
Based on the above expplanation reseaarchers want tto analyze whaat initial know
t
of the ccircle. And whhat initial know
wledge does thee learner have so he has difficulty
understandd the material tangent
in understaanding the tanggent material oof the circle. A
And researcherss want to know
w how the trajectory of learnin
ng of
ability prooblem solving of mathematiccal learners onn the material tangent circle by using teacching materialss that
based on aapproach metaccognistion.
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2. Method
d
2.1 Subjeccts of The Reseearch
The subjeccts in this studyy were eighth ggrade students of Medan Imeelda Middle Scchool totaling 330 students for each
class. The first trial was conducted in cclass VIII-B annd Trial II in class VIII-A.
2.2 Researrch Proceduress and Researchh Design
This researrch uses designn research methhod with two ttrials as a way tto answer the fformulation off the problem so
o that
the researrch objectives are achievedd. Design reseearch is a ressearch methodd that aims tto develop a local
instructionnal theory throough the collaaboration of reesearchers witth teachers to improve the quality of learrning
(Gravemeiijer & Van Eerrde, 2009). A sseries of studeent activities coonsisting of a conjecture of students’ strategies
and thoughhts will be deeveloped in thiis study. This research will design activities based on sstudent experience,
namely activities that aree familiar to eighth grade stuudents of junioor high school as an approacch to understan
nding
the tangennt circle.This sttudy consists oof three stages with two trialss that can be doone repeatedlyy until a new th
heory
is found w
which is the ressult of revisionns of the learniing theory thatt was tried. Folllowing are thee stages in rese
earch
design.
Phase I: Prreliminary Dessign
At this stagge a literature study
s
was carriied out on squaare material annd cube nets annd a metaconitiive approach so
o that
a mathem
matical creativee learning straategy and trajectory of studdents could be formed. Then proceed with
w a
discussionn between the researcher
r
and the teacher abbout class condditions, researcch needs, scheddule and method of
conductingg research witth the teacherr in question. At this stage learning trajeectory and hyypothetical learrning
trajectory aare also designned. Then from
m local instructtional theory foormulated whicch consists of llearning objecttives.
This conjeecture aims as a guide to anticipate studentss’ strategies annd thoughts thaat emerge and ddevelop in learrning
activities. Conjectures arre dynamic andd can be arranged and reviseed during the teeaching processs.
Phase II: T
Teaching Experiment
In this secoond stage is too try out teachinng activities thhat have been ddesigned in thee first stage in the class. Thiss trial
aims to exxplore and hyppothesize the sstrategies and tthoughts of stuudents during the learning pprocess. During the
process, thhe conjecture can
c be modifieed as a revisioon of the locall instructional theory for thee next activity.. The
teacher actts as a teacher and the researrcher focuses oon observing eeach activity annd important m
moments durin
ng the
trial process. At this stagge a series of llearning activiities are carriedd out and the rresearcher obsserves and analyzes
what happpens during thee learning proccess that takes pplace in the claassroom.
Phase III: Retrospective Analysis
After testinng the data obttained from leaarning activitiees in the classrooom are analyzzed and the ressults of this ana
alysis
are used too plan activitiees and to devellop designs forr subsequent leearning activitties. The purpoose of retrospe
ective
analysis inn general is to develop the level of local iinstructional thheory. At this stage HLT is ccompared to actual
a
student leaarning and from
m here can ansswer the problem formulatioon. Siklik Desiggn Research (G
Gravemeijer, 2004)
2
as follows.

Figuure 1. Cyclic prrocess (Gravem
meijer, 2004)
3. Results and Discussion
acher
Before thee pre-designed test materials and test instruuments are testeed, the teachinng materials in the form of tea
books and student books and test instruuments are valiidated by by 5 vvalidators. Thrree validators w
were a mathem
matics
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doctor at the Medan State University and two other Mathematics teachers from the SMP Imelda Medan. Before
being tested the ability to solve mathematical problem solving students are examined by the validator logically
with the aim of knowing the logic and ease of language of the problem given. The assessment carried out by the
validator on the test instrument of mathematical problem solving abilities includes indicators of content validity,
language and problem writing, and recommendations. Validator results are shown in Table 2 below.
Table 2. The result of validation test of mathematical problem solving skill
Assessment Validator For Item
Validator

Item

Validator 1

1

2

3

TR

TR

TR

Validator 2

TR

TR

TR

Validator 3

RK

RK

RK

Validator 4

TR

TR

TR

Validator 5

TR

TR

TR

Note. TR: Not Revision; RK: Small Revisions
In Table 3 it shows the students’ mathematical problem solving test of the five validators, four validators stated that
the students’ mathematical problem solving tests that designed can be used without revision. A validator stated that
for item 1 is necessary to make a small revision, as well as to item 2 and 3 need to do a little revision. Beside
validation by the validotor, test of students’ mathematical problem solving abilities also conducted previous trials
with validation value of each question shown in Table 3 below.
Table 3. Validity of problem solving problems with mathematical problem solving
ݎ௫௬

ݐ௦௩

ݐ௧

Validation Level

1.

0.790

6.816

2.048

Valid

2.

0.643

4.445

2.048

Valid

3.

0.752

6.029

2.048

Valid

Question Item

Based on Table 3, each value of tobserve > t table concluded that the test of mathematical problem solving ability was
said to be valid. From the result of the students ‘mathematical problem solving test in the first experimental test the
average of students’ mathematical problem solving ability on the problem understanding indicator is 1.92, the
troubleshooting plan indicator is 2.26, and the problem solving indicator is 2.51. While in trial II, the average of
students’ mathematical problem solving ability on the indicator of understanding the problem is 1.94, the indicator
of problem-solving plan is 2.44, and the problem solving indicator is 2.63. Seen in Figure 3 follow.

3
2.5
2

1.92

1.94

2.26

2.44

2.51

2.66

1.5
1
0.5
0
Problem
Understanding

Troubleshooting Plan
Trial I

Problem Solving

Trial II

Figure 2. Average of mathematical problem solving capabilities
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In Figuree 2, there was
w
an increaase in the sstudents’ matthematical prroblem solvinng ability on
n the
problem-uunderstanding indicator is 0.02, the troubbleshooting plaan indicator iss 0.18, and thhe problem solving
indicator is 0.12. This shhows the mathhematical probllem solving abbility of studennts who are tauught using teac
ching
materials bbased on metaccognition apprroaches have im
mproved from
m trial I to trial II.
Building thhe trajectory of
o students’ maathematical prooblem solving skills in the ciircle sophisticaated tofic that is by
analyzing the result of thhe test of mathhematical probblem solving ab
ability that is ddone by the stuudents. Here arre the
questions aand solutions that
t students m
make:
Soal

Jawaban sisw
wa

Rahmaad has an onttel bike. His
bicyclle has a 7 cm
m the back
gear ggear. And thee front gear
radius 14 cm, and the distance
of botth gear is 50 cm.
c Rahmad
wantedd to calculatee the length
of the minimum chaain that must
be bouught to be ablle to use his
bike. H
Help Rahmad to calculate
the lenngth of the bicyyle chain!

In thee first finding on the step of making prroblem-solvingg planning 177 out of 30 sttudents do no
ot
undersstand the concept of the circuumference of tthe circle. Studdent declares tthe circumfereence formula of
circle πr2 which is thhe formula of tthe large of thee circle. It show
ws the studentts’ early knowlledge about the
e
conceppt of circle hass not been goodd. While in thee secound finddings 13 out off 30 students m
mentioned in the
e
planniing step of solvving the probleem of the circle πr circumferrence formula, but in the stepp of solving the
e
probleem of true studdents who decllared the formuula halfway aroound the circlee πr.
Udin w
works in a pannglong. One
day tthe customer ordered 3
pipes of water witth the same
diameter 6 inch (1 inch = 2.54
cm) .U
Udin wanted too tie the pipe
so cusstomer is easier to carry
the pippe. What is thhe minimum
lengthh of rope Udin needed?
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In the first finding 12 out of 30 sstudents writes the statemennt in the probllem solving pllanning step to
o
ଵ

mine the lengthh of the string oon the side of tthe circle with 3 x circumfeerence of the circle = 3 x(1/2)
determ
ଶ

πr whiich should be 3 πr. This indiccates students’ early ability too conceptualizee the circle is lless well. In the
e
secondd finding is nott much differennt 16 out of 300 students menttions the formuula halfway aroound the circle
e,
but aftter that it makee 3 x(½) πr whhich should be 3 πr.
A douuble pulley is shown
s
in the
picturee beside. Eacch of these
pulleyy has a diametter of 21 cm
and 288 cm. The clossest distance
of the two pulleys is 35 cm. Rina
wantedd to calculate the
t length of
the tw
wisted rope andd connect the
two ppulleys. Helpp Rina to
calculaate the length of the timba
rope!

At thee first finding at
a the problem solving stage 110 out of 30 stuudents do not uunderstand thee concept of the
e
circle elements, the students enterr a diameter vaalue equal to thhe radius. Thiss indicates the students’ early
y
abilityy about the circcle elements is not yet goodd. In the seconnd finding of thhe problem-soolving planning
g
step 188 out of 30 studdents use the taangent outline formula of thee two outer circcles, whereas thhe formula tha
at
is use should be the tangent
t
line off fellowship in two circles. T
This indicates thhat students doon’t understand
d
so much with the diffferences in the outer tangennt line and in thhe two circles.
h as 3
The track point of learniing trajectory of student’s prroblem solvingg as the findinngs of this reseearch as much
steps is to understand thee problem, maake a problem-solving planniing by relying on its initial caapability, as well as
solving prooblems as well as evaluate thhe results of prroblem solvingg. Students acttivate their coggnitive with ov
verall
metacogniitive from plannning, monitorring, and evaluuating. This is in line with thhe results of thhe Memnun (2
2015)
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research that conclud that the mathematical problem solving ability of grade VI students is more successful than
class V, which means that students’ mathematical problem-solving ability is influenced from their cognitive level.
Metacognition is an idea of the self-contained mind, which includes one’s awareness of what he knows
(metacognitive knowledge), about what he can do (metacognitive skills), and what he knows about his own
cognitive abilities (metacognitive experience). In the results of the students’ answers, students activate their
cognitive by relying on their initial abilities in answering the given problems, then they make the formula planning
that will be used, and they do calculations based on their numeracy skills.
Hypotetical learning trajectory (HLT) in this study is learning goals by determining the goals to be achieved in the
tangent material of the circle, namely students can determine the length of the rope wrapped around two circles,
learning activity by designing student activities that can improve students’ mathematical problem solving abilities
tangent circle, hypotetical learning process by designing materials that can support students’ thinking in reaching
the tangent circle that is knowing the elements of the circle and the concept of broad and circumferential circles,
and teacher support by relying on the teacher’s ability to apply learning with a metacognition approachIn this case
the researcher adds teacher support (help and direction from teacher) as component of HLT. Because according to
the researcher in the process of learning assistance and direction of the teacher is of needed at the learning process
especially for students who have low ability.
In mathematics learning, as if are climb up the stairs, if one step is missing it is difficult for us to reach the goal,
further more two steps lost so we will be more difficult to climb up. That’s the learning of mathematics a concept
that one with the other has a relationship, to understand the next concept so we must know the previous concept.
Therefore, the role of educators is also needed in activating cognitive of students. Arranging of hypotetical
learning trajectory must really be done to anticipate what mental activities should be and what knowledge should
be possessed by students in understanding a concept in mathematics.
Prior knowledge that is less good causes students difficult to connect each information, manage it, and present the
given problem. Before students understand the lines of a circle the students are trained to paint the tangents of the
two-circle fellowship. And the initial knowledge that students must be had to solve the problems about the length
of the circle of circle is the circle elements, the wide and circumference of the circle, the position of the line on the
circle, the length of the tangent alliance of two circles. The full path can be seen in Table 4 below.
Table 4. Hypothetical lerning trajectory circle tangent material
Period

Priod 1

Priod 2

Topic
Sub topic

the elements of the circle

Large and circumference of
circle

Review the elements of the
circle
Learning

Priod 3

Priod 4

tangent of two-circle fellowship

Length of coil

Circle Tangent

Mention the elements of the

Painting tangent of two-circle
Understand the broad
formula of the circle

circle

activity plan

Understand the meaning of
the existing part of the circle

fellowship
Determining the length of the
outer crossword of the two

Determine The length of
the rope around the circle

circles
Understand the
circumference formula of
the circle

Determine the length of the
tangent Alliance in two circles

4. Conclusions
From the student’s answer in answering the problem of determining the length of the string that wrapped around
several circles using the concepts of a two-circle parallelism circle and the circumference of the circle, some
students still have not been able to solve the given problems. Students can not plan for problem solving well, due to
lack of prior knowledge of students. Prior knowledge of students that make students difficult to solve the problem
of tangent circle is the elements of the circle and the concept of the circumference of the circle. There are 3 phases
in the learning path of students’ mathematical problem solving skills, that are understanding the problem, making
the problem-solving plan by prior knowledge, and doing problem solving and evaluating it. Based on these
conclusions, educators should ensure that students understand the concepts of a material before continuiting to the
next material that requires the concept of the previous material, so that students have sufficient initial knowledge in
solving the given problems. Educators should be able to create a fun and meaningful learning atmosphere and
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orientate the contextual problem in the students’ mind.
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